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My Relationship With Frozen Food 



Innovation Journey 
 

 
 
 Current customer perception of frozen food is that it is 

poor quality – driven poor quality food of the past 
 

 Premiumise and then cheapened over last 10 years 
 
 Including a large 2013 event  

 
 Europe is different, frozen food is regarded differently. 



Increasingly important to understand the role of Frozen 
 

 Space is being squeezed, returns on frozen food space less 
than fresh and ambient. 
 

 Fresh food is getting cheaper. 
 

 Relationship with fresh food and rest of shop. 
 

 Customers are shopping everywhere and between areas. 
 

 Younger customers are not enticed into Frozen do not see the 
benefit. 



Getting a real understanding of customer uses and 
needs to spot opportunities 
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Customers needs translated into 
innovative product, extend the  spend on 
frozen food 
 Meal for tonight, quick cook and single portion  

- Stir your senses  
- Young's Gastro 

 
 
 

 Add excitement into Impulse – Ben & Jerrys/ Magnum 
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Future is about rebuilding the reputation of 
Frozen Food 

 Really proud of everything we sell 
 

 Articulating benefits and ‘why frozen? 
 
 
 
 

 Communicating is key for innovation 
 

 Find new routes of building trial for non core frozen 
customers 



Future  - must stay close to the customer  
as they change 
New   Convenience  Only in Frozen 



Positive on trend innovation that brings 
 in new frozen customers  

 Fruit  
 
 Avocado 

 
 Free from 

 
 Vegetarian 

 
 Sweet potato  
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Understand your customer 

 Focus on what the core customer wants 
 

 Deliver innovation against this   
 
 Understand how frozen can play a part in non core 

customer lives 
 

 Innovate in this space if you can see how to 
communicate to them 
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